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The School For Dangerous Girls
Toby has to finish the final thing on The List. It's a list of brave, daring, totally
awesome things that he and his best friend, Lucas, planned to do together, and the
only item left is to hike the Appalachian Trail. But now Lucas isn't there to do it
with him. Toby's determined to hike the trail alone and fulfill their pact, which
means dealing with the little things -- the blisters, the heat, the hunger -- and the
big things -- the bears, the loneliness, and the memories.When a storm comes,
Toby finds himself tangled up in someone else's mess: Two boys desperately need
his help. But does Toby have any help to give?The Trail is a remarkable story of
physical survival and true friendship, about a boy who's determined to forge his
own path -- and to survive.

The Lost Rainforest #3: Rumi's Riddle
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Lincoln in the Bardo, a darkly
comic short story about the unintended consequences unleashed by our quest to
tame the natural world—featuring gorgeous black-and-white illustrations by
Chelsea Cardinal. Fox 8 has always been known as the daydreamer in his pack, the
one his fellow foxes regard with a knowing snort and a roll of the eyes. That is,
until he develops a unique skill: He teaches himself to speak “Yuman” by hiding in
the bushes outside a house and listening to children’s bedtime stories. The power
of language fuels his abundant curiosity about people—even after “danjer” arrives
in the form of a new shopping mall that cuts off his food supply, sending Fox 8 on a
harrowing quest to help save his pack. Told with his distinctive blend of humor and
pathos, Fox 8 showcases the extraordinary imaginative talents of George
Saunders, whom The New York Times called “the writer for our time.”

Just Call My Name
In this beautifully constructed middle-grade novel, told half in prose and half in
verse, Lauren prides herself on being a good sister, and Sierra is used to taking
care of her mom. When Lauren’s parents send her brother to a therapeutic
boarding school for teens on the autism spectrum and Sierra moves to a foster
home in Lauren’s wealthy neighborhood, both girls are lost until they find a deep
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bond with each other. But when Lauren recruits Sierra to help with a Robin Hood
scheme to raise money for autistic kids who don’t have her family’s resources,
Sierra has a lot to lose if the plan goes wrong. Lauren must learn that having good
intentions isn’t all that matters when you battle injustice, and Sierra needs to
realize that sometimes, the person you need to take care of is yourself.

Golden Boy
*A 2014 NATIONAL BOOK AWARD FINALIST* When he was a boy, Luc's mother
would warn him about the "mock men" living in the trees by their home -chimpanzees whose cries would fill the night. Luc is older now, his mother gone. He
lives in a house of mistreated orphans, barely getting by. Then a man calling
himself Prof comes to town with a mysterious mission. When Luc tries to rob him,
the man isn't mad. Instead, he offers Luc a job. Together, Luc and Prof head into
the rough, dangerous jungle in order to study the elusive chimpanzees. There, Luc
finally finds a new family -- and must act when that family comes under attack. As
he did in his acclaimed novel ENDANGERED, a finalist for the National Book Award,
Eliot Schrefer takes us somewhere fiction rarely goes, introducing us to characters
we rarely get to meet. The unforgettable result is the story of a boy fleeing his
present, a man fleeing his past, and a trio of chimpanzees who are struggling not
to flee at all.

Orphaned
Nancy Drew meets Harriet the Spy in this action-packed and heartfelt debut middle
grade following an overzealous amateur sleuth as she investigates a shocking
family secret—and unravels the mystery of her developing feelings for girls. Rule
One: Your loyalty is to the case. Amateur detective Pepper Blouse has always held
true to this rule, even if it meant pushing people away. But when the results of
Pepper’s latest case cost her any hope of the girl she likes returning her feelings,
she decides that maybe she should lay low for a while. That is, until her Great Aunt
Florence passes away under mysterious circumstances. And even though her dad
insists there’s nothing to investigate, Pepper can’t just ignore rule fourteen: Trust
your gut. But there’s nothing in the rulebook that could’ve prepared her for the
family secrets her investigation uncovers. Maybe it’s time to stop playing by the
rules.

Lone Stars
"A Tanzanian albino boy finds himself the ultimate outsider, hunted because of the
color of his skin"--

The Animal Rescue Agency #1: Case File: Little Claws
This master class in writing children’s and young adult novels will teach you
everything you need to know to write and publish a great book. The best children’s
and young adult novels take readers on wonderful outward adventures and stirring
inward journeys. In The Magic Words, editor Cheryl B. Klein guides writers on an
enjoyable and practical-minded voyage of their own, from developing a saleable
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premise for a novel to finding a dream agent. She delves deep into the major
elements of fiction—intention, character, plot, and voice—while addressing
important topics like diversity, world-building, and the differences between middlegrade and YA novels. In addition, the book’s exercises, questions, and
straightforward rules of thumb help writers apply these insights to their own
creative works. With its generous tone and useful tools for story analysis and
revision, The Magic Words is an essential handbook for writers of children’s and
young adult fiction.

Patron Saints of Nothing
Mountain gorillas are playful, curious, and protective of their families. They are also
one of the most endangered species in the world. For years, mountain gorillas have
faced the threat of death by poachers. Funds raised by gorilla tourismbringing
people into the forest to see gorillashave helped protect them. This tourism is vital,
but contact between gorillas and people brought a new threat to the gorillas:
human disease. The Mountain Gorilla Veterinary Project is a group of scientists
working to save the mountain gorilla population in Rwanda and Uganda. The gorilla
doctors study the effects of human exposure, provide emergency care, and act as
foster parents to an orphaned gorilla.

Endangered
When Sophie rescues Otto, a baby bonobo clinging to life, her world changes for
ever. Until then, she had never understood her mother's decision to create an
animal sanctuary in the most dangerous place on Earth: the African Congo. But one
night, while her mother's away, rebel soldiers attack. To save herself and Otto,
Sophie must follow her heart into danger.

The Magic Words: Writing Great Books for Children and Young
Adults
From National Book Award Finalist Eliot Schrefer comes the compelling tale of a girl
who must save a group of bonobos -- and herself -- from a violent coup. Congo is a
dangerous place, even for people who are trying to do good.

The Darkness Outside Us
Follows the misadventures of a Princeton graduate from humble origins who
provides SAT tutoring to the two spoiled children of a wealthy, self-medicating
Manhattan psychiatrist.

Endangered
“Generous and epictakes us through generations of a singular family, whose loves
and losses also tell us a story about America itself." —Eliot Schrefer, National Book
Award finalist, author of Endangered Lone Stars follows the arc of four generations
of a Texan family in a changing America. Julian Warner, a father at last, wrestles
with a question his husband posed: what will you tell our son about the people you
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came from, now that they're gone? Finding the answers takes Julian back in time to
Eisenhower's immigration border raids, an epistolary love affair during the Vietnam
War, crumbling marriages, queer migrations to Cambridge and New York, up to the
disorienting polarization of Obama's second term. And in these answers lies a
hope: that by uncloseting ourselves—as immigrants, smart women, gay
people—we find power in empathy.

Zane and the Hurricane
They Both Die at the End meets The Loneliest Girl in the Universe in this mindbending sci-fi mystery and tender love story about two boys aboard a spaceship
sent on a rescue mission, from two-time National Book Award finalist Eliot Schrefer.
Two boys, alone in space. Sworn enemies sent on the same rescue mission.
Ambrose wakes up on the Coordinated Endeavor with no memory of a launch.
There’s more that doesn’t add up: evidence indicates strangers have been on
board, the ship’s operating system is voiced by his mother, and his handsome,
brooding shipmate has barricaded himself away. But nothing will stop Ambrose
from making his mission succeed—not when he’s rescuing his own sister. In order
to survive the ship’s secrets, Ambrose and Kodiak will need to work together and
learn to trust each other . . . especially once they discover what they are truly up
against. Love might be the only way to survive.

Gorilla Doctors
New York Times bestselling author Eliot Schrefer introduces a delightful and
dynamic animal duo in a race against time to save a polar bear cub in the first
book of this hilarious and heartwarming middle grade series about friendship and
conservation. When an animal is in trouble, there’s only one place to turn: the
Animal Rescue Agency! Dashing Esquire Fox used to organize the world’s most
elaborate chicken raids until the day she encountered Mr. Pepper. Meeting the
blustery old rooster changed her heart, convincing her to turn from a life of crime
and instead form the Animal Rescue Agency, which masterminds rescue operations
across the globe. Esquire and her unlikely chicken business manager coordinate
their far-flung agents to get them to the Arctic. In that frozen land they learn that
what happened to the polar bear cub was no accident—and that saving him will pit
them against the scariest predator in the world: a human.

The New Kid
Immortal Guardians (Spirit Animals: Fall of the Beasts, Book 1)
From the Printz-Honor-winning author of Airborn comes an absorbing YA novel
about a teen boy whose scientist parents take in a chimpanzee to be part of the
family. For thirteen years, Ben Tomlin was an only child. But all that changes when
his mother brings home Zan -- an eight-day-old chimpanzee. Ben's father, a
renowned behavioral scientist, has uprooted the family to pursue his latest
research project: a high-profile experiment to determine whether chimpanzees can
acquire advanced language skills. Ben's parents tell him to treat Zan like a little
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brother. Ben reluctantly agrees. At least now he's not the only one his father's
going to scrutinize. It isn't long before Ben is Zan's favorite, and Ben starts to see
Zan as more

The Deadly Sister
A sassy, delicious picture-book gem from award-winning author Sarah Weeks and
Caldecott Medal winner David Small. Glamourpuss has it all. She has style. She has
charm. And she knows how to strike a pose. Glamourpuss loves being the center of
attention. So when an unwelcome guest (a dog, no less!) steals the spotlight with
some tasteless bow-wowing and undignified tail-wagging, Glamourpuss worries
that she's going to fall out of fashion. Is there room for only one superstar in this
mansion? When Glamourpuss makes her most majestic move to find out, the result
is pure purrfection. Author Bio Sarah Weeks is the award-winning author of
numerous picture books, including the Mrs. McNosh series, WOOF: A LOVE STORY,
and SOPHIE PETERMAN TELLS THE TRUTH! She is also the author of many
acclaimed novels, including PIE, HONEY, and SO B. IT. She lives in New York. David
Small is the illustrator of many award-winning books, including The Library, the
Caldecott Medal winner So You Want to Be President?, and the Caldecott Honor
books The Gardener and One Cool Friend. He lives in Michigan with his wife, the
writer Sarah Stewart, and an outdoor cat named Mabel.

The Lost Rainforest #2: Gogi's Gambit
From two-time National Book Award finalist Eliot Schrefer comes an original
penguin-tastic adventure inspired by the beloved classic Mr. Popper's Penguins. It's
been years and years since the Popper family lived in Stillwater, but the town is
still riding high on its former penguin residents. Across the river, in Hillport,
residents try to re-create the magic with penguin carnival rides and penguin
petting zoos, pretending they're the Popper originals. As the years have gone by,
fewer and fewer people have come, and the small attractions shuttered. Nina and
Joe Popper have just moved to Hillport with their mother. There's a lot to do:
unpacking, scrubbing the floors, investigating the basement -- wait, what's this?
Two penguin eggs are tucked snugly near the furnace! It's up to Nina and Joe to
find their newly hatched penguin chicks a home. Setting off on the adventure of a
lifetime, they endure perilous storms, a long journey to the Arctic, and of course,
penguins. Lots and lots of Popper penguins!

Fox 8
In Endangered, the result of an extraordinary multiyear project to document the
lives of threatened species, acclaimed photographer Tim Flach explores one of the
most pressing issues of our time. Traveling around the world—to settings ranging
from forest to savannah to the polar seas to the great coral reefs—Flach has
constructed a powerful visual record of remarkable animals and ecosystems facing
harsh challenges. Among them are primates coping with habitat loss, big cats in a
losing battle with human settlements, elephants hunted for their ivory, and numerous bird species taken as pets. With eminent zoologist Jonathan Baillie providing
insightful commentary on this ambitious project, Endangered unfolds as a series of
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vivid, interconnected stories that pose gripping moral dilemmas, unforgettably
expressed by more than 180 of Flach’s incredible images.

Glamourpuss
From the author of School for Dangerous Girls, another suspenseful stunner about
a girl who helps her sister escape from a murder charge - and then falls for the
murder victim's brother. Abby Goodwin is sure her sister Maya isn't a murderer.
But her parents don't agree. Her friends don't agree. And the cops definitely don't
agree. Maya is a drop-out, a stoner, a girl who's obsessed with her tutor, Jefferson
Andrewsuntil he ends up dead. Maya runs away, and leaves Abby following the trail
of clues. Each piece of evidence points to Maya, but it also appears that Jefferson
had secrets of his own. And enemies. Like his brother, who Abby becomes involved
withuntil he falls under suspicion. Is Abby getting closer to finding the true
murderer? Or is someone leading her down a twisted false path?

Habibi
From two-time National Book Award finalist Eliot Schrefer comes an unbelievable
story of survival. Raja has been raised in captivity. Not behind the bars of a zoo,
but within the confines of an American home. He was stolen when he was young to
be someone's pet. Now he's grown up . . . and is about to be sent away again, to a
place from which there will be no return. John grew up with Raja. The orangutan
was his friend, his brother -- never his pet. But when John's parents split up and he
moved across the country, he left Raja behind. Now Raja is suffering. There's one
last chance to save Raja -- a chance that will force John to confront his fractured
family and the captivity he's imposed on himself all of these years. Eliot Schrefer's
last two novels, Endangered and Threatened, were both finalists for the National
Book Award. With Rescued, he brings his remarkable storytelling to the American
landscape, giving us a boy who must redefine his own humanity and an orangutan
who will need his help in order to return home.

Rescued
At fifteen years old, Humphrey has spent his life as the new kid, moving from town
to town as his parents keep losing jobs. The latest move brings him to Haven,
Florida, where his family rents a motel room for lack of money. Humphrey
gradually makes his way into a circle of the local cool kids, but when his friendship
with one handsome boy and the boy's mother leads to illicit and confusing sexual
attractions, he begins to question the nature of his own desires, with perilous
consequences. Humphrey's half-sister Gretchen escaped the family's itinerant
lifestyle long ago, and is now graduating from Harvard College and pining for a
Harvard boy who broke her heart. When fate offers Gretchen a chance to go
abroad, both brother and sister find themselves with the opportunity to leave their
problems behind and travel to Italy. But the siblings' Roman holiday takes a
sinister turn when what was supposed to be a glamorous jaunt has fateful
consequences. The New Kid is an account of love, family, sexual awakening, and
the peculiarly dangerous twists life can take -- a deftly written novel from the
acclaimed author of Glamorous Disasters.
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The Trail
From National Book Award Finalist Eliot Schrefer comes the compelling tale of a girl
who must save a group of bonobos -- and herself -- from a violent coup. Congo is a
dangerous place, even for people who are trying to do good. When Sophie has to
visit her mother at her sanctuary for bonobos, she’s not thrilled to be there. Then
Otto, an infant bonobo, comes into her life, and for the first time she feels
responsible for another creature. But peace does not last long for Sophie and Otto.
When an armed revolution breaks out in the country, the sanctuary is attacked,
and the two of them must escape unprepared into the jungle. Caught in the
crosshairs of a lethal conflict, they must struggle to keep safe, to eat, and to live.
In ENDANGERED, Eliot Schrefer plunges us into a heart-stopping exploration of the
things we do to survive, the sacrifices we make to help others, and the tangled
geography that ties us all, human and animal, together.

Everything You Want Me to Be
Deep in the desert there sits a beautiful oasis, ruled by a monarch unlike any other
in Erdas. His name is Cabaro, the Great Lion, and he reigns over a kingdom of
animals, jealously guarding his golden talisman. No human has ever set foot in the
Great Beast’s territory. The journey to his oasis is impossible. As a team, Conor,
Abeke, Meilin, and Rollan have achieved the impossible before. But now that team
is broken—the friends scattered by a devastating betrayal. The young heroes and
their spirit animals have already sacrificed much in their quest for the talismans.
But with the world crumbling all around them—and a ruthless enemy opposing
their every move—their greatest sacrifices are yet to come.

Endangered
For animal lovers and fans of The One and Only Ivan and Hoot, this is the uplifting
story of a girl who discovers a family of panthers that were thought to be extinct,
and her journey to save the species. Eleven-year-old Kiri has a secret: wild things
call to her. More than anyone else, she's always had a special connection to
animals. But when Kiri has an encounter with the last known Florida panther, her
life is quickly turned on end. Caught between her conservationist father, who
wants to send the panther to a zoo, and the village poachers, who want to sell it to
feed their families, Kiri must embark on a journey that will take her deep into the
wilderness. There has to be some way to save the panther, and for her dad and the
villagers to understand each other. If Kiri can't figure out what it is, she'll lose far
more than the panthers--she'll lose the only home she's ever known, and the only
family she has left. 2018 Green Earth Book Award Honor 2018 Colorado Book
Award Winner CAL Book Award Winner Green Prize for Sustainable Literature
Award Winner A Bank Street "Best Children's Book of the Year" A National
Geographic Giant Traveling Map of Florida Selection "A powerful tale of a future to
be avoided." --Kirkus Reviews "An eerie cautionary tale about the dangers of not
protecting the environment, tackles an important theme in a compelling waya
fantastical tale with roots in real-world issues." --Booklist "Earnest, heartfelt, and
passionate, this book will likely inspire new environmentalists." --Bulletin "A boldly
original, profoundly wise, deeply moving book. It's a rare gift to any reader, as well
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as to our planet." --T. A. Barron, best-selling author of the Merlin Saga

The Last Panther
B95 can feel it: a stirring in his bones and feathers. It's time. Today is the day he
will once again cast himself into the air, spiral upward into the clouds, and bank
into the wind. He wears a black band on his lower right leg and an orange flag on
his upper left, bearing the laser inscription B95. Scientists call him the Moonbird
because, in the course of his astoundingly long lifetime, this gritty, four-ounce
marathoner has flown the distance to the moon—and halfway back! B95 is a robinsized shorebird, a red knot of the subspecies rufa. Each February he joins a flock
that lifts off from Tierra del Fuego, headed for breeding grounds in the Canadian
Arctic, nine thousand miles away. Late in the summer, he begins the return
journey. B95 can fly for days without eating or sleeping, but eventually he must
descend to refuel and rest. However, recent changes at ancient refueling stations
along his migratory circuit—changes caused mostly by human activity—have
reduced the food available and made it harder for the birds to reach. And so, since
1995, when B95 was first captured and banded, the worldwide rufa population has
collapsed by nearly 80 percent. Most perish somewhere along the great
hemispheric circuit, but the Moonbird wings on. He has been seen as recently as
November 2011, which makes him nearly twenty years old. Shaking their heads,
scientists ask themselves: How can this one bird make it year after year when so
many others fall? National Book Award–winning author Phillip Hoose takes us
around the hemisphere with the world's most celebrated shorebird, showing the
obstacles rufa red knots face, introducing a worldwide team of scientists and
conservationists trying to save them, and offering insights about what we can do to
help shorebirds before it's too late. With inspiring prose, thorough research, and
stirring images, Hoose explores the tragedy of extinction through the triumph of a
single bird. Moonbird is one The Washington Post's Best Kids Books of 2012. A
Common Core Title.

Hack the SAT
A top SAT coach—whose high-scoring strategies earned him $300 an hour from
Manhattan’s elite private-school students —now makes his unique, proven secrets
available to all. Money can buy academic success, and the SAT is no exception.
Harvard honors graduate Eliot Schrefer discovered this lucrative truth when he
took a job at the nation’s most exclusive test-prep firm. He has helped hundreds of
his clients raise their scores an average of 300 points and reel in admission to
exclusive colleges. Now, in a guide that is as unique as his tricks, Schrefer brings
his extraordinary pointers to every anxious applicant. This user-friendly rescue
manual delivers such scoreboosting features as: a killer vocabulary list, including
words the SAT has repeated for decades (and why reading Vanity Fair magazine is
smart test prep) cheap tricks to master the math section (surprise! you learned all
you needed to know about SAT math by the eighth grade) how to be a grammar
genius without cracking another book (bonus: discover the tiny subset of grammar
rules that is the SAT’s secret lover) Schrefer writes in a snappy, conversational
tone, dishing gossipy anecdotes about former clients while presenting advice not
found in competing books. With a design that is as vibrant as a gamer’s virtual
world, this is the ultimate weapon in the quest for test-score triumph.
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Glamorous Disasters
Much more than a travel narrative 360 Degrees Longitude: One Family’s Journey
Around the World is a glimpse at what it means to be a “global citizen”—a
progressively changing view of the world as seen through the eyes of an American
family of four. After more than a decade of planning, John Higham and his wife
September bid their high-tech jobs and suburban lives good-bye, packed up their
home and set out with two children, ages eight and eleven, to travel around the
world. In the course of the next 52 weeks they crossed 24 time zones, visited 28
countries and experienced a lifetime of adventures. Making their way across the
world, the Highams discovered more than just different foods and cultures; they
also learned such diverse things as a Chilean mall isn’t the best place to get your
ears pierced, and that elephants appreciate flowers just as much as the next
person. But most importantly, they learned about each other, and just how much a
family can weather if they do it together. 360 Degrees Longitude employs Google’s
wildly popular Google Earth as a compliment to the narrative. Using your computer
you can spin the digital globe to join the adventure cycling through Europe, feeling
the cold stare of a pride of lions in Africa, and breaking down in the Andes. Packed
with photos, video and text, the online Google Earth companion adds a dimension
not possible with mere paper and ink. Fly over the terrain of the Inca Trail or drill
down to see the majesty of the Swiss Alps—without leaving the comfort of your
chair.

Threatened
A dark threat faces the world of Erdas in this riveting new saga from the New York
Times bestselling series. A heart-pounding new adventure from the New York
Times bestselling series. In the world of Erdas, every child must discover if they will
summon a spirit animal, a rare and incredible gift. Conor, Abeke, Meilin, and Rollan
were rare even among those few. They summoned legendary animals--brave
guardians who were reborn to protect their world. Now more of these legends are
appearing across Erdas, bonded to special children. But a dark force has emerged.
Older than memory, it has slept for centuries beneath the surface of the world.
With the power to tear away spirit animals, it begins a rampage that will be felt in
every corner of Erdas. If the young heroes can't stop it, the darkness will first
consume the spirit animals . . . and then the world.

Rise and Fall
Newbery Honor author Rodman Philbrick presents a gripping yet poignant novel
about a 12-year-old boy and his dog who become trapped in New Orleans during
the horrors of Hurricane Katrina. Zane Dupree is a charismatic 12-year-old boy of
mixed race visiting a relative in New Orleans when Hurricane Katrina hits.
Unexpectedly separated from all family, Zane and his dog experience the terror of
Katrina's wind, rain, and horrific flooding. Facing death, they are rescued from an
attic air vent by a kind, elderly musician and a scrappy young girl--both African
American. The chaos that ensues as storm water drowns the city, shelter and food
vanish, and police contribute to a dangerous, frightening atmosphere, creates a
page-turning tale that completely engrosses the reader. Based on the facts of the
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worst hurricane disaster in U.S. history, Philbrick includes the lawlessness and lack
of government support during the disaster as well as the generosity and courage of
those who risked their lives and safety to help others. Here is an unforgettable
novel of heroism in the face of truly challenging circumstances.

Flight of the Honey Bee
Unlike anything you've ever read before, this novel gives you a gorilla's view of
prehistory -- as well as the gorillas' first encounter with humans.

The Popper Penguin Rescue
"Hattie Hoffman has spent her whole life playing many parts: the good student, the
good daughter, the good girlfriend. When she's found brutally stabbed to death,
the tragedy rips right through the fabric of her small-town community. Full of twists
and turns, Everything You Want Me to Be reconstructs a year in the life of a
dangerously mesmerizing young woman, during which a small town's darkest
secrets come to the forefront, and she inches closer and closer to her death."--

360 Degrees Longitude
The second book in New York Times bestselling author and National Book Award
finalist Eliot Schrefer’s Lost Rainforest series will thrill fans of Warriors and Spirit
Animals with action and humor as the shadowwalkers battle to save their magical
rainforest home. Caldera always existed in harmony between the creatures who
walk by day and those who walk by night—until an ancient evil awakened. In the
year since the shadowwalkers’ narrow escape from the Ant Queen, the ants’
destruction has only spread. Gogi, a shadowwalker monkey still learning to wield
his fire powers, embarks on a quest with his friends—including a healing bat, an
invisible panther, and a tree frog who controls the winds—for a powerful object
that can harness the magic of the eclipse to defeat the Ant Queen. But with just
weeks before the next eclipse, Gogi must race to prove that he can control the
mighty depths of his talent if he is to protect his friends, save the rainforest, and
return home unsinged.

Animals Go to War
A NATIONAL BOOK AWARD FINALIST "Brilliant, honest, and equal parts
heartbreaking and soul-healing." --Laurie Halse Anderson, author of SHOUT "A
singular voice in the world of literature." --Jason Reynolds, author of Long Way
Down A powerful coming-of-age story about grief, guilt, and the risks a FilipinoAmerican teenager takes to uncover the truth about his cousin's murder. Jay
Reguero plans to spend the last semester of his senior year playing video games
before heading to the University of Michigan in the fall. But when he discovers that
his Filipino cousin Jun was murdered as part of President Duterte's war on drugs,
and no one in the family wants to talk about what happened, Jay travels to the
Philippines to find out the real story. Hoping to uncover more about Jun and the
events that led to his death, Jay is forced to reckon with the many sides of his
cousin before he can face the whole horrible truth -- and the part he played in it. As
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gripping as it is lyrical, Patron Saints of Nothing is a page-turning portrayal of the
struggle to reconcile faith, family, and immigrant identity.

Moonbird
Demonstrates how Scout the bee searches for nectar to sustain her hive and
pollinates flowers to produce seeds and fruits.

Pepper's Rules for Secret Sleuthing
Trust is the hardest thing to find . . . and the easiest to lose. Emily Bell has it all.
She's in love with a boy named Sam Border, and his little brother has become part
of her family. This summer is destined to be the best time of their lives - until a
charismatic new girl in town sets her sights on Sam. Now Emily finds herself
questioning the loyalty of the person she trusts the most. But the biggest threat to
her happiness is someone she never saw coming. Sam's psychopathic father is
planning a jailbreak. And he knows exactly where to find Emily and his sons when
he escapes. The happily-ever-after of Holly Goldberg Sloan's acclaimed debut I'LL
BE THERE is turned on its head in this riveting, emotional drama about friends,
enemies and how those roles can shift in a matter of moments.

Endangered
In the twenty-first century, military marine mammals detect lost equipment and
underwater mines. Large rats are trained to find land mines in more than 80
countries. Military working dogs search for explosive devices and other weapons
and are trained to take down enemy combatants. In earlier centuries, military
fighters rode horses into battle, relied on elephants to haul supplies, and trained
pigeons to carry messages. Even cats, goats, and chickens have served in
wartime--as mascots! Learn about the history of animals in warfare, the functions
they serve and how they are trained, as well as the psychology that makes animals
such good partners in warfare.

Half Brother
Girl, Interrupted . . . as written by V. C. Andrews. Angela's parents think she's on
the road to ruin because she's dating a "bad boy." After her behavior gets too
much for them, they ship her off to Hidden Oak. Isolated and isolating, Hidden Oak
promises to rehabilitate "dangerous girls." But as Angela gets drawn in further and
further, she discovers that recovery is only on the agenda for the "better" girls. The
other girls -- designated as "the purple thread" -- will instead be manipulated to
become more and more dangerous . . . and more and more reliant on Hidden Oak's
care.

Every Shiny Thing
Fourteen-year-old Liyana Abboud would rather not have to change her
lifeespecially now that she has been kissed, for the very first time and quite by
surprise, by a boy named Jackson. But when her parents announce that Liyana's
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family is moving from St. Louis, Missouri, to Jerusalem -- to the land where her
father was born -- Liyana's whole world shifts. What does Jerusalem hold for
Liyana? A grandmother, a Sitti, she has never met, for one. A history much bigger
than she is. Visits to the West Bank village where her aunts and uncles live.
Mischief. Old stone streets that wind through time and trouble. Opening doors,
dark jail cells, a new feeling for peace, and Omerthe intriguing stranger whose
kisses replace the one she lost when she moved across the ocean.

Heart of Danger
The action-packed conclusion to the Lost Rainforest series by award-winning and
bestselling author Eliot Schrefer delivers one last thrilling adventure as the
shadowwalkers are pushed to the limit to protect Caldera. Perfect for fans of
Warriors and Spirit Animals. When the shadowwalkers were victorious in their
battle against the Ant Queen, they hoped their work to save Caldera was done. But
the rainforest has begun to rumble. Rumi, a scholarly tree frog who can control the
wind, must bring his band of animal friends to face the greatest danger they’ve yet
encountered—the giant volcano beneath the jungle itself. While the volcano roars,
rumors of a mysterious evil blanket Caldera—the Elemental of Darkness has
emerged and is building a legion of followers. When the shadowwalkers are forced
to divide and conquer, Rumi finds himself an unlikely leader and must grapple with
his own secrets before he can unlock the full scope of his magical powers. Can
Rumi rally the shadowwalkers to save their rainforest home?
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